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Abstract

Abstract
This thesis focuses on the interaction of beta amyloid (Aβ) peptides with fullerene, fullerenols,
and copper ions Cu2+, which may have implications in the therapy of Alzheimer’s disease (AD).
It consists of two parts that include the influence of (1) fullerene and fullerene derivatives and (2)
copper ions on Aβ aggregation and fibrils. The overarching aim of the thesis is to contribute new
knowledge in the research area of AD, which will eventually lead to potential novel treatments.
Understanding the many factors that affect AD remains challenging till date. As a result,
fundamental questions for the cause and progress of this disease remain open as well. Hence,
there is currently no cure, despite extensive efforts in this direction for decades. This also includes
efforts to understand and dismantle the neurotoxic Aβ aggregates, which are considered the
hallmark of AD and they presently constitute the most interesting target for AD therapy strategies.
Nowadays, computer simulation has become a useful tool for complementing experiments in
biological systems since it can provide insights into the mechanisms of biological processes at the
atomistic level. Here, computer docking and molecular dynamics simulations have indicated that
fullerenes strongly interact with Aβ fibrils. Moreover, the strength of this interaction is sizedependent, that is the bigger the size of fullerene, the stronger the binding affinity with the Aβ
fibril. Among the five investigated fullerenes, namely, C20, C36, C60, C70, and C84, C60 was
also found to have a special ability to destabilize the fibril structure as it can penetrate fibrils
efficiently. Because fullerenes are insoluble, we studied their derivative called fullerenol
(C60(OH)16), which is highly soluble in water and its effect on Aβ aggregation. Using both in vitro
experiments and computer simulations, we have observed that fullerenol effectively reduces the
formation of Aβ fibrils. In addition, we have assessed the nontoxicity of fullerenol to
neuroblastoma SH-SY5Y. These findings render fullerenol C60(OH)16 a potential candidate for
future AD treatments.
In the second part of the dissertation, we studied the effects of Cu2+ on the structures and
aggregation of Aβ. This is also an important area of research in the field of neurodegenerative
diseases since copper ions can alter aggregation pathways, aggregate morphology, and more
importantly, neurotoxicity. The first important step to set up molecular simulations, we
constructed the force field for the Aβ–Cu2+ interaction assuming that Cu2+ covalently binds to the
prevailing position at the N-terminus. We found that the presence of copper promotes the
amorphous aggregation of Aβ rather than the ordered aggregation. Moreover, consistent with
experiments, at high concentration (Cu2+:Aβ = 1:1) Cu2+ was found to delay the Aβ dimerization
process, which is due to the reduction in hydrophobicity in the presence of copper ions. It has
been shown that Cu2+ binding induces polymorphism in the Aβ peptide, which can lead to a wide
variety of soluble forms leading to increased neurotoxicity.
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Chapter 1: Introduction

1 Introduction
1.1 Background and aims
Alzheimer’s disease (AD) is the most common form of dementia, which mainly manifests among
the elderly and concerns an ever-larger part of our societies in view of the aging population [1,
2]. The intracerebral accumulation of beta-amyloid (Aβ) peptides [3], which form toxic
extracellular amyloid–β (Aβ) plaques [3], and intracellular accumulation of τ-protein as
neurofibrillary tangles (NFTs) [4] are believed to constitute the main causes for the progressive
loss of brain synapses, which results in cognitive deterioration and neurons’ death and eventually
AD. While different hypotheses are currently existing in the literature, recent genetic and
pathological evidence provides support in favor of the Aβ cascade hypothesis [5-7], which
underlines the role of Aβ peptides in the development of AD.
The two most common forms of Aβ peptides found in the neurotoxic plaques consist of either 40
(Aβ40) or 42 (Aβ42) amino acids, with the Aβ42 believed to be more toxic although less abundant.
Both Aβ peptides are produced by the proteolytic cleavage by β- and γ-secretases of the amyloid
precursor protein (APP), which is an integral membrane protein expressed in many tissues and
concentrated in the synapses of neurons. In general, Aβ40 and Aβ42 are soluble in an aqueous
environment under certain conditions. Also, they can form oligomers and aggregate into fibrils
and plaques under physiological conditions. When observed in vitro in an aqueous solution, shortliving monomeric forms of the Aβ peptides have no specific structure, i.e., they fall into the
category of intrinsically disordered proteins (IDPs). However, monomers rapidly start to
aggregate forming relatively soluble oligomers, which in turn form highly ordered insoluble
protofibrils and eventually extended fibrils and plaques [8, 9], which are characterized by rich
β−sheet motifs [10-13]. Monomers themselves are not toxic to neurons [14], but their aggregates,
including Aβ oligomers, have been found to be highly toxic [15-17]. Moreover, amyloid plaques
were initially believed to be more toxic to brain cells [12, 13], but recent studies suggest that
smaller soluble Aβ oligomeric agents are more toxic to neurons in comparison to mature amyloid
fibrils [3, 7, 17, 18]. In view of the high toxicity of Aβ oligomers, many studies have focused on
controlling their aggregation before this process begins [19]. Hence, current therapeutic
approaches for tackling AD focus either on blocking Aβ misfolding and decreasing their
production [5, 20, 21] or on disassembling Aβ aggregates and clearing existing amyloid plaques
[22], which are oligomers or fibrils.
With the focus on the above objectives, a plethora of potential inhibitors, such as polyamines [23,
24], metal chelators [25], chaperones [26], carbohydrate-containing compounds [27, 28],
osmolytes [29], short peptides [30, 31], RNA aptamers [32], nutraceuticals, other small molecules
[33] and nanoparticles [34-37], etc. have emerged as possible candidates for AD therapeutics over
the last years.
In this thesis, we considered another class of small compounds called fullerenes and studied their
effect on the structure and dynamics of Aβ. Using computer simulations, we have shown that the
binding affinity of fullerenes to Aβfibrils increases with their size (the number of carbon atoms).
However, since fullerenes are not soluble in water they cannot be used as inhibitors of Aβ
aggregation. To solve this problem, we have added 16 OH groups to obtain the so-called fullerenol
(C60(OH)16), which has high solubility.
Combining docking, molecular dynamics simulations with in vitro experiments performed by
our collaborators from Slovakia and Romania, we have shown that fullerenol is a good candidate
for AD treatment as it can inhibit Aβ aggregation
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It is known experimentally that metal ions such as Cu, Zn, and Fe are present in the brain of a
patient with AD in high concentrations. Metal ions can change not only the rate of aggregation
but also the morphology of aggregate due to strong binding to Aβ [38], which makes research in
this area a hot topic in recent years. Computational studies have been mainly focused on the
interaction of Cu2+ with Aβ monomers [39] and its effect on the behavior of oligomers remains
poorly understood. In the second part of this thesis, we study the effect of copper ions on Aβ with
a focus on dimers. Our results were consistent with available experimental data. They can be
helpful in understanding the role of copper in AD, which is controversial in the literature, and in
the search for a cure or treatment for this condition.

1.2 Other important information
My thesis is organized as follows:
Chapter 2: Literature review on Alzheimer’s disease, amyloid hypothesis and the role of copper.
Chapter 3: Computational methods used for the thesis.
Chapter 4: Impact of fullerenes and fullerenol (C60(OH)16) on Aβ fibrils and Aβ aggregation.
Chapter 5: In silico results about the influence of copper ion (Cu2+) on the behavior of Aβ when
in a bound state with the peptide.
Chapter 6: Conclusions and future work.
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2 Literature review
2.1 Alzheimer’s Disease and amyloid cascade hypothesis
2.1.1 Alzheimer’s disease
Among all dementia, Alzheimer’s Disease (AD) is the most prevalent, accounting for up to 6070 % [40, 41] of all cases of dementia. According to the WHO, there are about 50 million people
who are living with dementia. Moreover, the number of AD patients is quickly increasing as life
expectancy is getting higher; every year there are about 10 million new cases [WHO]. The number
of cases in 2050 is projected to reach 152 million [41]. While AD significantly affects the life
quality of patients, it also entails an important economic burden. Currently, there is no cure and
only five drugs have been approved over the last years. These include tacrine, donepezil,
rivastigmine, galantamine, which are cholinesterase inhibitors, and memantine which is Nmethyl-D-aspartate receptor antagonists. Still, these drugs can only delay or alleviate certain
symptoms and are not able to hinder the AD progression. The current limitations in the treatment
of AD are due to its inherent complexity and the limited knowledge of its pathology.

FIGURE 2-1: A normal aged brain (left) and an AD-affected brain (right). Significant atrophy is seen in the AD brain
when compared with a normal aged brain.

AD is a neurodegenerative disease that progressively impairs patients’ cognitive ability and leads
to memory loss. The main hallmarks of AD are the extracellular aggregation of Aβ peptides as
senile plaques, intracellular accumulation of microtubule-stabilizing tau protein as neurofibrillary
tangles (NFT), and cell apoptosis. The latter leads to brain atrophy as can be seen in FIGURE 2-1.
Based directly and indirectly on those hallmarks, numerous hypotheses for the cause of AD have
been proposed. All of them can be depicted as an overall picture including most AD-related
factors as shown in FIGURE 2-2 [42]. The cause of AD however remains unknown. There is
evidence that the molecular, genetic, or cellular imbalance, possibly are key factors for developing
the disease. All those imbalances can be observed in the affected patients, but the one that actually
initiates the disease pathology is still controversial. There are three most broadly accepted
hypotheses, i.e., the cholinergic, the tau, and the amyloid cascade. Here we focus on the latter
hypothesis which is the most attractive and mostly used in AD therapeutic strategies.
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FIGURE 2-2: The overall picture of AD. All possible causes of AD were classified into three groups (three ovals):
molecular imbalance, cellular imbalance, and genetic imbalance. Our work in this thesis was based on the molecular
imbalance, namely, the amyloid hypothesis and the influence of Cu2+ ion on Aβ pathway.

FIGURE 2-3: Amino acid sequence of Aβ peptide.

2.1.2 Amyloid cascade hypothesis
In 1991, the amyloid cascade hypothesis was proposed by Hardy and Allsop [43], which
suggested that the deposition of Aβ is the main cause of AD pathology and its consequences are
the formation of neurofibrillary tangles, neuronal death, and damage of vascular. This concept
was largely supported by experiments [5, 6], and targeting the Aβ pathway has been an attractive
research area.
Later, in view of the evidence that normal (without dementia) aged brains contain Aβ aggregates
and that reduction of Aβ deposit did not impact much the AD pathology, the hypothesis shifted
its ground towards focusing on smaller species, that is Aβ oligomers, which can penetrate the
synaptic cleft and, in this way, they are more neurotoxic and they are therefore the culprit of AD
[3, 44-47]. However, Aβ fibril plaques might still be a factor contributing to the injury of the
neuron as there are dystrophic neurites around them. Moreover, they appear to be related to a
fanciful behavior of synaptic locally and the failure of neuronal processes [48].
Main approaches, which have been pursued include: inhibiting β– [49, 50] and γ–secretase [51]
functions and promoting α–secretase activity [52]; Aβ immunotherapy; inhibiting Aβ
aggregation; and clearance of Aβ and others.
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2.1.3 Amyloid beta peptides: Production and aggregation
The amyloid precursor protein (APP) is a type 1 integral transmembrane protein present in many
tissues and in the neuronal synapse. There are free main versions of APP: APP695, APP751, and
APP770. The number after the APP prefix implies the number of amino acids (AA). APP was
shown to modulate the formation and function of synapse [53], play a role in the regulation of
neuronal activities [54], perform antimicrobial activity[55], and process ferroxidase activity [55].
However, its main function has been unknown until now. The production of Aβ is done by β– and
γ–secretase that cleave the APP as shown in FIGURE 2-4. β–secretase shedding at D1 (or D671
in APP sequential index) releases a large part of APP to the extracellular region. The second cut
done within the membrane by γ–secretase separates the remaining part of APP to Aβ peptide and
the APP intracellular domain (AICD). γ–secretase can cut the APP at different points, producing
different forms of Aβ, of which the most abundant ones are Aβ1−40 and Aβ1−42. Moreover, the
latter is believed to be more toxic due to its higher tendency to aggregate [56]. Aβ1−40 and Aβ1−42
have the same sequences except for the two excessive amino acids of Aβ1−42 at the C-terminus.

FIGURE 2-4: Creation of Aβ. (A) APP is first cleaved by β–secretase, releasing a big ectodomain to the outer space
of the cell. The remaining part of the APP is, then, cut again by γ–secretase within the membrane to form Aβ and free
the APP intracellular domain (AICD) to the interior of the cell. (B) β–secretase (BACE1) cuts APP at D1 and γ–
secretase cuts the remaining transmembrane part at different sites, producing different forms of Aβ peptide. Arrows
show the cleavage sites. Aβ peptide is in green color. The magenta notation is the residue index of APP. (C)
Unstructured Aβ accumulation forms oligomers, beta-pattern ordered forms, protofibrils, and eventually mature fibrils.

Aβ is an intrinsically disordered protein, whose structure cannot be resolved in water due to its
fast aggregation; only in the case of micellar solutions, has it been shown that Aβ is rich in helical
content [57, 58]. The peptides are, however, prone to aggregate to form soluble oligomers, more
ordered protofibrils, and eventually mature fibrils of different patterns (FIGURE 2-4). Aβ fibrils
are the main component of extracellular plaques in AD patients’ brains and several solid states
NMR- and electron-microscopy-resolved structures of them have been proposed. For instance,
N-terminal truncated structures of two-fold (with protein data bank id (PDB id): 2LMN and
2LMO [59]) and three-fold (PDB id: 2LMP and 2LMQ [60]) Aβ9−40 fibrils by Tycko et al. with
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the first eight amino acids dismissed are present in the literature. In the case of Aβ42, Thorsten
Lührs et al. [13] and Michael T. Colvin et al. [61] have proposed fibril structures of Aβ17−42 (PDB:
2BEG) and Aβ11−42 (PDB: 5KK3) without the first sixteen and ten amino acids of the N-terminus,
respectively. The idea that the N-terminal residues of Aβ fibrils are disordered is still under
debate. It has been suggested that the N-terminus of Aβ is not disordered and plays a role in the
aggregation process [62]. Some full-length Aβ fibrils have been resolved including 2M4J [63] for
Aβ40, and 2NAO [64], 2MXU [61], and 5OQV [65] for Aβ42.
Finally, due to the transient nature, the atomic structure of Aβ oligomers cannot be resolved
experimentally. In this situation, the MD simulation combined with advanced sampling methods
becomes a promising tool to solve this problem [66].
2.1.4 Aβ Inhibitors
Although most amyloid inhibitors failed at different stages of clinical trials, leading to skepticism
regarding the amyloid hypothesis, there are still three main directions for finding AD treatment
including (1) immunotherapy, (2) modulating Aβ formation by activating α–secretase and by
inhibiting β– and/or γ–secretases, and (3) targeting the formed Aβ aggregates. In addition, there
are some other strategies such as targeting the Aβ monomer, the Aβ–glycosaminoglycan, and the
Pyroglutamate Aβ. We list below a few highlights of Aβ-related drugs/compounds that are in
different stages of clinical trials (CT). The name of each drug candidate is in bold.
1. Active vaccine immunotherapy: ABvac40 [67] (phase 2 CT), AN-1792 [68] (phase 2 CT,
terminated), CAD106 [69] (phase 3 CT ), UB-311 [70] (phase 2); vanutidecridificar
[71] (phase 2, terminated).
2. Regulation of Aβ formation
a) Targeting α–secretase: Acitretin [72] (phase 2 CT); epigallocatechin gallate
[73] (phase 3).
b) Targeting β–secretase: atabecestat [74] (CT terminated); Umibecestat [75]
(phase 3); elenbecestat [76] (CT discontinued); lanabecestat [77] (CT
terminated); LY2886721 [78] (CT discontinued); thalidomide [79] (phase 2/3);
verubecestat [80] (CT discontinued).
c) Targeting γ–secretase: EVP-0962 [81] (phase 2); flurizan [82](CT
discontinued); NIC5-15 [83] (phase 2); semagacestat [51] (discontinued).
3. Aggregated Aβ: aducanumab [84] (phase 4); affitope AD02 [85] (phase 2); BAN2401
[86] (phase 3); bapineuzumab [87] (CT discontinued); crenezumab [88] (phase 2);
bexarotene [89] (phase 2); elayta [90] (phase 2); ELND005 (phase 2 completed without
benefit [91]; donanemab [92] (phase 2); ponezumab [93] (CT discontinued).
4. Targeting Aβ peptide: solanezumab [94] (phase 3). Solanezumab interacts with the core
hydrophobic region of Aβ peptide to interfere with their aggregation.
5. Aβ–glycosaminoglycan binding: alzhemed (CT discontinued). By mimicking
glycosaminoglycan’s interaction with Aβ, alzhemed prevents Aβ–glycosaminoglycan
interaction which promotes aggregation of Aβ and stabilizes plaques [95].
6. Pyroglutamate Aβ: PQ912 [96] (phase 2). PQ912 inhibits glutaminyl cyclase, which
creates the toxic complex pyroglutamate Aβ.
There are other compounds, which have had an impact on Aβ pathology but with unknown
mechanisms, such as, gammagard [97] (CT discontinued); gantenerumab [98] (phase 3);
gamunex [99] (phase 2/3); fledogamma [100] (phase 3, discontinued); and octagam [101]
(CT finished, inactive).

2.2 Interaction of fullerenes and their derivatives with Aβ
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Despite the aforementioned efforts, an efficient AD treatment is not yet in sight [20, 102, 103]
and the design and testing of better inhibitors are still under intense investigation. To this end, a
promising approach is based on carbon-based nanomaterials, such as fullerenes, nanotubes, and
graphene. The main motivation for using these materials stems from their ability to interact with
peptides and proteins and influence their assembly behavior [104]. Although certain literature
argues that carbon-based nanomaterials be harmful to living organisms [105, 106], they have been
broadly used in many biological and medical applications. Moreover, recent studies have
indicated that fullerene C60 and its derivatives are not toxic [107-111], in this way rendering them
suitable candidates for AD therapeutics. Based on this evidence and the potential of these
materials in AD therapeutics, a deeper understanding of the nature of the interaction between
fullerenes and Aβ aggregates (e.g., oligomers and fibrils) is highly desirable.
Fullerenes possess a unique spherical structure with antioxidant, neuroprotective, cytoprotective,
and antitumor properties [112, 113]. In addition, they can be used as carriers of contrast agents,
as well as radiopharmaceuticals or drugs in the context of theragnostic [114]. Despite these
advantages, there are also drawbacks, such as the poor solubility of fullerenes in polar solvents.
The latter is particularly important as it might restrict their use as biomedical agents [115]. Hence,
a main focal point of research has been to increase fullerenes’ solubility in water by performing
specific structural modifications. For example, this includes the addition of various polar
functional groups (e.g., the attachment of hydroxyl groups), which led to the formation of watersoluble complexes known as fullerenols or fullerols [C60(OH)n]. It has been found that these
compounds can absorb oxygen radical species, thereby being able to attack lipids, proteins, DNA,
and other biological macromolecules. Most importantly, fullerenols can cross the blood-brain
barrier reaching the neurons. At the same time, they have excellent antioxidant properties and
they can also reduce apoptosis in cortical neuron cultures [116]. Fullerenol derivatives have been
even designated as potential inhibitors of HIV-1 protease [117] and as anti-cancer agents [118].
Therefore, several water-soluble fullerene derivatives have been investigated in the context of this
thesis, which have the ability to interfere with the aggregation process of the Aβ peptides.
Previous experimental research has focused on the study of Aβ–fullerene interaction with recent
work by Kim and Lee indicating that 1,2-(dimethoxyethane) fullerene derivatives can effectively
hinder the amyloid fibrillization of Aβ40 and its fragment Aβ11−25 peptides already at its early stage
[119]. This has generated further interest for these materials to act as pathway blockers or amyloid
destabilizers. As has been further shown by transmission electron microscopy (TEM), the
hydrated fullerene (C60:(H2O)n) is effective in suppressing the fibrillization of Aβ25−35 peptides
[120]. Moreover, Bobylev et al. have observed the anti-amyloid effect in vitro caused by the
interaction of different water-soluble C60 fullerene nitro derivatives [121],
C60Cl(C6H4CH2COONa)5, and polyvinyl pyrrolidone derivatives [121, 122] with Aβ42 peptides
and X-protein.
Although the above evidence indicates that these fullerenols can be useful in biomedical
applications, this will crucially depend on their biocompatibility. In fact, several in vitro studies
have determined the dose-responsive, time-, cell line- and hydroxylation-dependent effect of
fullerenols on cell viability. Johnson-Lyles et al. have shown that fullerenol at concentrations
lower than 6 mM was nontoxic for a porcine proximal tubule cell model - LLC-PK1 cells [123].
Su et al. have assessed the cytotoxic effect of fullerenol in the range of ten to hundreds of µg ml−1
on Chinese hamster lung and ovary cells, but they have not been able to find any effect on L929
mouse subcutaneous connective cells [124]. The effect of fullerenols with various degrees of
hydroxylation on human epidermal keratinocyte viability has been also discussed in the literature.
In particular, the fullerenol was nontoxic up to 8.5 µg ml−1 regardless of the hydroxylation degree.
At higher concentrations of fullerenol, toxicity has occurred for the majority of hydroxylated
fullerenols [125]. Moreover, Zha et al. have shown that fullerenol can increase the viability of
hippocampal neurons and protect them against oxidative risk, as well as promoting cell death,
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depending on the applied concentration [126]. Other fullerene derivatives, such as
(C60Cl(C6H4CH2C)Na), Na4[C60(OH)30] and the complexes of fullerenes with
polyvinylpyrrolidone have been also shown to hinder the aggregation of Aβ1−42 peptides [121,
127, 128]. In addition to the above experimental studies, there is further evidence by simulation
work based on docking and molecular dynamics (MD) simulations that C60 can disrupt the
binding of Aβ1−42 peptides at the turn region of the hook-like β-sheet of the fibrils [129].
Despite these very encouraging results, there are still many open questions that require further
consideration and could be addressed by in silico or in vitro methods, such as estimating the
binding free energy of fullerenes to the Aβ fibrils and the impact of fullerene size on the binding
affinity, also, given that the toxicity of the fullerenes might be size-dependent. The answers to
those questions are not a priori obvious. On the one hand, larger fullerenes might be able to
establish a larger number of contacts with the Aβ aggregates, which might lead to a stronger
interaction between fullerenes and Aβ peptides. On the other hand, fullerenes of smaller size
might be able to penetrate the fibrils better. That may be critical in dismantling those aggregates.
One of the main objectives of this thesis, therefore, is to investigate the interaction between Aβ
fibrils and various fullerenes of varying size, namely the C20, C36, C60, C70, and C84 fullerenes.
From the above cases, C60 has been discovered in 1985 and is the most well studied [130]. C70
and C84 are produced in nature and exist in soot, while the C20 fullerene is the smallest having
an unsaturated dodecahedral shape. Our approach mainly involves the combination of molecular
docking and all-atom MD simulation techniques. In the case of all-atom MD simulation, we have
chosen the Amber force-field 99SB and the TIP3P water model. In addition, the binding free
energy has been estimated by the docking and the molecular mechanics-Poisson-Boltzmann
surface area (MM-PBSA) method. Our methodology will be in detail explained later.

2.3 Copper ions in Alzheimer’s disease
In a normal brain, transition metal ions like Cu2+, Zn2+, Fe2+,3+, Mn2+, Ca2+, and Mg2+ are essential
for many biochemical processes. However, the imbalance of their levels is harmful and probably
associated with dementia such as Alzheimer’s disease (AD), Parkinson’s disease, and prion
disease [131-137]. Therefore, the role of metal ions, especially of Cu2+continues to attract the
curiosity of researchers.
Since Aβ peptides are IDPs, determining the structural model for their oligomers has always been
a challenge [138]. Still, experiments have provided crucial information on the side chains of the
peptides, which are involved in the interaction with metal ions. They include various techniques
such as electron paramagnetic resonance [139, 140], NMR [141-143], X-ray absorption
spectroscopy [144], Fourier transform infrared [145], and small-angle X-ray scattering [146]. In
the case of oligomers, experiments can provide the average structural features of peptides, such
as the gyration radius (dynamic light scattering [147]) and mobility (mass spectrometry [148] and
pI [149]), as well as the extent of secondary motifs (electron microscopy, atomic force
microscopy [150, 151], circular dichroism [152], and Förster resonance energy transfer [153]).
In AD, the imbalance of Cu2+ homeostasis has been observed in the affected areas, both
intracellularly and extracellularly. Copper can trigger the hyperphosphorylation of the tau protein
leading to the loss of its microtubule-stabilizing functions [154]. More importantly, copper
interacts with APP and Aβ forming binding domains in them. How copper influences the
pathogenesis of AD and especially Aβ aggregation has been the focus of many studies. A recent
study has shown that a Cu/Aβ ratio of 1:1 leads to an increase in the lag time of insoluble
aggregates, thus enhancing the lifespan of soluble oligomers [155]. In general, the binding of the
aforementioned metal ions to Aβ can catalyze oxidation reactions, such as the formation of
reactive oxygen species (ROS) in Fenton-like reactions, which results in oxidative stress and cell
damage [156-162].
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Below are some pieces of knowledge about Cu ions in AD:
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

At pH 6.8, Cu2+ enhances Aβ aggregation [163].
High copper levels promote amorphous aggregation, while low levels increase fibril
formation.
Copper prevents Aβ clearance by impairing the functioning of the systems responsible
for Aβ removal [164].
Cu2+ ion can interfere with the interaction between Aβ and cell membrane, inducing the
insertion of Aβ into the membrane and leading to an increase in the α-helix structure
[165].
Among Cu2+, Ca2+, Fe2+, and Fe3+, Cu2+ was shown to have the highest ability to enhance
Aβ aggregation [166].
Binding of Cu2+ to Aβ is followed by pre-oligomeric Aβ–Cu2+–Aβ formation, inhibiting
oligomer formation [167].
Oligomeric form of Cu2+–Aβ complex might catalyze the production of reactive oxygen
species [168-170].
Low-order oligomers both with and without Cu2+ are toxic to AD patients [171-174].
At neutral pH, Cu2+ was found to enhance the accumulation of Aβ as amorphous
aggregates [175]
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3 Methods
3.1 In silico experiments
3.1.1 Molecular docking
Molecular docking is a computational method that is used to find the binding modes between two
molecules, with the corresponding score or binding energy for each mode. In principle, the two
molecules can be of any size. However, a larger molecule is called a receptor, and a smaller
molecule is called a ligand. Knowing the binding position of the ligand to the receptor is essential
for further understanding the mechanism used by the ligand to lock or trigger the functions of the
receptor, which is crucial in drug design [176]. There are docking programs such as haddock
[177] for protein-protein docking and programs for ligand-receptor docking. In our studies, we
used the Autodock Vina [178] software to perform the docking of fullerenes and fullerenols to
the receptors, that is the Aβ peptide and its fibrils. Autodock Vina uses an empirical scoring
method in which the binding energy between the ligand and the receptor is decomposed into
several physically distinct functions [179]. A modified version of the CHARMM force field was
implemented to describe atomic interactions [180, 181]. The binding mode search was performed
over the whole exposed surface of the receptor with a high value of exhaustiveness ranging from
400 to 4000 depending on the systems in order to obtain reliable results. In the docking, the ligand
was flexible and the receptor was rigid, which is one of the main reasons for the inaccuracy of
this method.
3.1.2 Molecular dynamics (MD) simulation
All-atom MD simulation is the main method used in this thesis. For most of the thesis, the
simulations were performed conventionally, and only in the case of Aβ40–Cu2+ did we use replica
exchange MD simulation. All the simulations were done by different versions of amber packages
including Amber11 [182, 183], Amber12 [184], and Amber14 [185] with the use of amber force
field [186] in explicit water. The interaction energy in the amber force field is given as the
following equation:
2

𝑉 = ∑ 𝑘𝑖𝑗 (𝑟𝑖𝑗 − 𝑟𝑖𝑗0 )
𝑏𝑜𝑛𝑑𝑠

+

2

∑ 𝑘𝑖𝑗𝑘 (𝜃𝑖𝑗𝑘 − θ0𝑖𝑗𝑘 )
𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑙𝑒𝑠

+

∑
𝑑𝑖ℎ𝑒𝑑𝑟𝑎𝑙𝑠

𝑘𝑖𝑗𝑘𝑙
[1 + 𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝑛𝜙𝑖𝑗𝑘𝑙 − 𝛾)]
2

3-1

𝐴𝑖𝑗
𝐵𝑖𝑗
𝑞𝑖 𝑞𝑗
+ ∑ [ 12 − 6 ] + ∑
,
𝜖 𝑟𝑖𝑗
𝑟𝑖𝑗
𝑟𝑖𝑗
𝑖<𝑗

𝑖<𝑗

where kij, kijk, and kijkl are force constants, rij and r0ij are the distance between atom i and j and
equilibrium bond length between the two atoms, correspondingly. 𝜙𝑖𝑗𝑘𝑙 is the dihedral angle
formed by four atoms as shown in FIGURE 3-1 C and D. 𝛾 is the phase shift. Aij and Bij are
Lennard-Jones parameters, qi and qj are charges of the two atoms, and ϵ is the permittivity.
The water model used in all the simulations is TIP3P. Leap-frog [187] algorithm was used for
integrating equations of motion with time step ∆t=2 fs. The SHAKE algorithm [188] was used to
constrain the length of all bonds connected to hydrogen atoms. The temperature was controlled
through the Langevin thermostat [189] with a collision frequency of 2 ps−1. The vdW forces were
calculated with a cut-off of 1.4nm, and the particle mesh Ewald method [190] was employed to
treat the long-range electrostatic interactions. In simulations, the soluble structures were centered
in either cubic or octahedron boxes with periodic boundary conditions. The box size is systemdependent; however, it was set large enough to avoid interaction with the periodic images of the
box given the presence of the periodic boundary conditions. Counter ions were added to neutralize
each system in our simulations.
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FIGURE 3-1: Bonded (left) and non-bonded (right) interactions in the force field. As the names suggest, the bonded
terms are those interactions among atoms connected with covalent bonds, and the non-bonded those between two
atoms without covalent bond. A) bond stretching, B) angle interaction, C) torsional interaction (proper or dihedral
interaction), D) improper interaction, E) van der Waals interaction, and F) Coulomb interaction (or electrostatic
interaction).

3.1.3 Replica-exchange MD simulation (REMD)
REMD is a method to bring the system out of the local minimum by exchanging replicas at
different temperatures (there are other kinds of replica-exchange schemes, such as Hamiltonian
REMD and pH REMD; however, here I focus on the temperature REMD), which are not
interacting with one another [191], and, therefore, provide better sampling for the simulated
system. In practice, for each replica of the system, a separate MD simulation is run and after some
designated time (MD steps), all pairs of adjacent replicas are checked for exchange probability.
If the exchange is done for a pair of replicas, the simulations will continue with the new
temperatures for the latter pair of replicas.
Consider an N-particle system with Hamiltonian
𝐻(𝑞, 𝑝) = 𝐾 (𝑝 ) + 𝑉(𝑞),

3-2

with K(p) and V(q) being kinetic and potential energies and q and p being the coordinates and the
momenta, respectively.
𝜌(𝑥, 𝑇) = 𝑒 −𝛽𝐻

3-3

is the state density, wherein, β = 1/kBT.
Assume that we have M replicas (indexed by i) that correspond to M different temperatures
(indexed by m). Then, we have a general ensemble
𝑀
𝑖
).
𝑋 = (𝑥11 , … , 𝑥𝑚
, … , 𝑥𝑀

3-4

Here, the superscript and the subscript indicate, correspondingly, the replica and the temperature
numbers. Then, the probability of the general ensemble is
𝑀

3-5

𝜌𝑒𝑛 (𝑋) = exp {− ∑ 𝛽𝑚(𝑖) 𝐻(𝑞𝑖 , 𝑝𝑖 )}.
𝑖=1

Now consider the exchange between two replicas x i m and x j n. If the exchange is realized, then
the ensemble will change as
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𝑗
𝑖
𝑋 = (… , 𝑥𝑚
, … , 𝑥𝑛𝑗 , … ) → 𝑋 ′ = (… , 𝑥𝑚
, … , 𝑥𝑛𝑖 , … )

3-6

and the probability of exchange is (Metropolis rule)
𝑤(𝑋 → 𝑋′) = min [1, 𝑒

(𝛽𝑛 −𝛽𝑚 )(𝑉(𝑞 𝑖)−𝑉(𝑞 𝑗 ))

].

3-7

This is derived from the required balance condition
𝜌𝑒𝑛 (𝑋)𝑤(𝑋 → 𝑋 ′ ) = 𝜌𝑒𝑛 (𝑋 ′ )𝑤(𝑋 ′ → 𝑋).

3-8

3.1.4 MM-PBSA method
The molecular mechanics-Poisson Boltzmann surface area (MM-PBSA) method [192] is an
efficient method to calculate the binding free energy, ∆Gbind, between two molecules which are
usually a big molecule (receptor) and a small one (ligand). ∆Gbind is defined as follows
∆𝐺 𝑏𝑖𝑛𝑑 = ∆𝐸𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐 + ∆𝐸𝑣𝑑𝑊 + ∆𝐺𝑆𝑈𝑅 + ∆𝐺𝑃𝐵 − 𝑇∆𝑆,

3-9

where ∆Eelec and ∆EvdW are the electrostatic and the van der Waals interactions, respectively.
∆GSUR and ∆GPB are the non-polar and the polar solvation free energies. The last term, T∆S, is the
entropic contribution.
In our work, we used the MMPBSA.py software included in Ambertools to estimate ∆Gbind for
the ensemble of snapshots selected from the MD simulations. ∆Eelec and ∆EvdW were calculated
using the same force-field parameters as those in the MD simulations. T∆S is estimated by using
the normal mode approximation method. The solvation energy was calculated by using the PBSA
software in the Ambertools package. The polar term, ∆GPB, was obtained by numerically solving
the linearized Poisson-Boltzmann equation and the non-polar one is defined by
∆𝐺𝑆𝑈𝑅 = 𝛼 × 𝑆𝐴𝑆𝐴 + 𝛽.

3-10

SASA is the solvent-accessible surface area, which was calculated by the linear combinations of
pairwise overlaps (LCPO) method [193]
3.1.5

Measurements used in the analysis

Contact
Contacts were analyzed to understand the binding mechanism of the ligand to the receptor, the
folding process of peptide and protein, and peptides aggregation.
Side-chain contact (SC) is the contact formed by a side-chain of an amino acid either with a sidechain of another amino acid or with the ligand molecule. The SC contact between an amino acid
and the ligand takes place when the distance between the centers of mass (COM) of the amino
acid side-chain and the closest atom of the ligand is smaller than 6.5Å. The SC contact between
two amino acids is formed when their side-chain COMs are not longer than 6.5Å apart from each
other.
Interchain contact (ICC), contact between two residues belonging to two different chains is
formed when the distance between their COMs is smaller than 6.5Å.
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Side-chain contact map is the analysis that shows the percentage of the total simulation time,
during which the residue stays in contact with the ligand.
Salt-bridge (SB) is the contact between two oppositely charged amino acids and is formed when
the distance between two specific atoms is less than 4.6Å (or 4Å in the case of copper-bound
peptide). The considered atoms in the negatively charged group are Cγ in Asp and Cδ in Gly, and
in the positively charged group, Nζ in Lys and Nη in Arg.
Fibril contact (FC) is the inter-chain contact formed by two residues that belong to two different
peptides in the initial fibril structure. The criterion of forming an FC is similar to that of SC. In
our work, we monitor the number of FC to understand how the fibril structure is maintained.
Hydrogen bond (HB) is the bonding interaction between an electronegative donor atom (D),
which has a covalent bond with a hydrogen atom (D − H), and another electronegative acceptor
atom (A). In our study, HB was formed when the angle D − H · · · A was larger than 135 degrees,
the distance from D to A was smaller than 3.5Å (3Å for the work on copper-bound Aβ), and the
distance H · · · A between hydrogen and acceptor was less than 2.7Å.
Secondary structure
The secondary structure of the peptide and fibril was calculated by using either the STRIDE
algorithm [194, 195] or the Ambertools CPPTRAJ program that makes use of the DSSP method
of Kabsch and Sander [196].
Free energy landscape
The free energy surface (FES) along the two-dimensional reaction coordinates V = (V1, V2) is
given by ∆G(V) = −kBT[lnP(V) − lnPmax], where P(V) is the probability distribution computed
using a histogram from MD data. Pmax is the maximum of the distribution, which is subtracted to
ascertain that ∆G = 0 for the lowest free-energy minimum.
Tools used in the data analysis
Pymol [197], grace [198], and gnuplot [199] were employed to plot figures of molecules and
diagrams.

3.2 In vitro experiments
3.2.1 Thioflavin T (ThT) assay
Thioflavin T (its structure is shown in FIGURE 3-2) is a fluorescent dye used mainly to study
protein aggregation, especially, the aggregation of amyloid [200] in vitro and in vivo. Under
binding to β-sheet structures such as that of Aβ fibrils, ThT increases the fluorescence emission
and makes a redshift in the spectrum. The more fluorescent detected the more amyloid fibril
structure there is.

FIGURE 3-2: Structure of thioflavin T.
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3.2.2 Atomic force microscopy (AFM)
AFM [201] is a technique used for imaging samples at the nanometer scale. The mechanism of
how it works is shown in FIGURE 3-3. A laser beam is shined on the cantilever and its reflection
is detected by a detector. The cantilever scans over the surface of the sample and it is bent when
moving, making changes to the reflected laser in direction and strength. The data of the reflected
laser are converted to make an AFM image of the sample. There are two kinds of AFM, contactAFM and non-contact AFM. Over scanning the tip of the contact-AFM touches the sample surface
while in the non-contact the tip does not touch it. The contact-AFM has the advantage of
producing better images, but the sharp tip is deformed quickly and the sample is also damaged
after the scan. The non-contact has the advantage of being able to scan several times and
maintaining the sample. Therefore, the latter reduces the cost of the experiment.
All of the in silico experiments in this thesis were done by me and the in vitro experiments were
done by our collaborators from Košice (Slovakia).

FIGURE 3-3: Structure of the AFM machine. The incoming laser is reflected on the cantilever and the reflected laser
is detected by the detector. The cantilever with a sharp tip moves on the surface of the sample and over the movement,
it is bent in accordance with the sample surface. The bending leads to the change in the direction and amount of
reflected laser.
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4 Influence of fullerene and its derivatives on Aβ
fibrils and Aβ aggregation
4.1 Introduction
Fullerene is one of the carbon-based nanomaterials, which can interact with peptides and proteins
modifying their self-assembly properties [104]. Since fullerene is insoluble in water, it cannot be
a drug candidate for AD, but it would be interesting to consider their derivatives, which are
soluble in water. However, as the first step in this direction, we studied the interaction of
fullerenes with Aβ aggregates [202]. We showed that their binding affinity to Aβ fibrils is sizesensitive, i.e., the greater the number of carbon atoms, the higher the binding affinity. Also, the
fullerene binding to Aβ9−40 fibrils is stronger than to Aβ17−42 fibrils, and a larger number of water
molecules are trapped inside the 5Aβ17−42 pentamer than inside 12Aβ9−40. Moreover, C60 exhibited
the greatest ability of destroying 5Aβ17−42, and the size of the fullerene appeared to be irrelevant
in the destruction of the 12Aβ9−40 fibril. We have been also able to observe that van der Waals
(vdW) rather than electrostatic interactions determine this behavior, because non-polar amino
acids of the peptides are the most active during their interaction with fullerenes [202]. Next, we
studied the interaction between the Aβ40 amyloid fibrils and fullerenol C60(OH)16, where the latter
is a water-soluble form of C60 fullerene carrying approximately 16 hydroxyl groups [203].
Thioflavin T fluorescent assay and atomic force microscopy, performed by our collaborators from
Slovakia, have indicated that fullerenol can hinder the aggregation of Aβ40 peptides in vitro. Our
in silico results obtained by means of the MM-PBSA method are in agreement with experimental
predictions suggesting that fullerenol tightly binds to monomeric Aβ40, which delays the
aggregation process. In the case of fullerenol binding, electrostatic interactions, especially polar
negatively charged amino acids seem to play an important role. To assess the toxicity of
fullerenol, we have found that its effect on neuroblastoma SH-SY5Y cells did not cause
significant changes in the viability after 24 hours of treatment [203], which implied that
C60(OH)16 has great potential for future treatment of AD.

4.2 Interaction of fullerenes with Aβ fibrils
To understand the effect of fullerenes on Aβ fibrils, we studied the structural changes of two 3D
NMR-derived structures, 5Aβ17−42 (PDB: 2BEG) and 12Aβ9−40 (PDB: 2LMN), when interacting
with 5 fullerenes of different sizes, including C20, C36, C60, C70, and C84. We used docking
and molecular dynamics simulations. Among these fullerenes, C20 is the smallest possible size
and C60 is the most abundant structure found in nature.
Table 4-1:Binding energy (kcal/mol) between fullerenes and Aβ fibrils. Results were obtained by using docking and
MM/PBSA methods. Docking results are, shown for the best docking mode with the lowest energy. The binding
affinities obtained by both methods, which have different scoring functions, show that the bigger fullerene binds more
strongly to fibrils, regardless of its location in the Aβ fibril.

fullerene
C20
C36
C60
C70
C84

ΔEbind (docking)
5Aβ17-42 12Aβ9-40

-5.5
-7.1
-7.7
-8.2
-8.8
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-8.2
-10.4
-13.1
-14.7
-16.1

ΔGbind (MM/PBSA)
ΔEvdW
-27.07
-40.77
-61.73
-63.53
-65.16

5Aβ17-42
ΔEele
-0.71
-0.48
0.01
-0.02
-3.05

ΔGbind
-6.99
-17.17
-29.91
-34.16
-40.21

ΔEvdW
-30.12
-33.14
-49.74
-83.19
-93.42

12Aβ9-40
ΔEele
-0.35
-0.47
-0.04
-0.10
-2.59

ΔGbind
-8.57
-11.05
-16.98
-40.54
-53.57
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We started with probing the energetically favorable positions of fullerenes in the two targets using
the docking method implemented in the autodock vina software. The results obtained in the best
docking mode, which is the mode with the lowest binding energy, were used to analyze the
binding affinity. The conformations of this mode were used as the initial structures for molecular
dynamics simulations.
In docking simulations, different binding sites were observed in fibrils depending on the fullerene
size, and the binding strength increased with the size of fullerenes, regardless of where they bind
(see Table 4-1).

FIGURE 4-1: In silico experiment scheme. The ligand was docked to the receptor and the resulting configuration with
the lowest binding energy was used to start MD simulations to obtain trajectories from which ensembles of snapshots
were selected for analysis and calculation of the binding free energy by MM/PBSA method. The ligands in our study
are fullerenes of different sizes and fullerenol which is C60 fullerene (60 carbon atoms) with 16 hydroxyl groups
attached to its surface. We considered three receptors including Aβ monomer and two kinds of Aβ fibril, single-layer
and two-fold. When working with fullerenes, the target was two fibrils and for fullerenol different models of Aβ peptide
were the targets.

MD simulations were long enough to get the number of collected snapshots in quasi-equilibrium,
which is sufficient for a reliable estimation of the binding free energy using MM/PBSA method.
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Table 4-1 shows MM/PBSA-derived binding free energy for all systems. In general, fullerenes
bind strongly both fibrils. Van der Waals interactions mainly contribute to binding, while
electrostatic ones contribute little. The reason for this is that fullerenes are highly hydrophobic
and that their structures are symmetric, making all the carbon atoms of fullerenes weakly charged.
In the case of C60, because of its high symmetry, the electrostatic contribution is even negligible
(0.01 and -0.04 kcal/mol for 5Aβ17−42 and 12Aβ9−40 respectively). In agreement with the docking
method, the MM/PBSA results also show that the binding is strongly dependent on the size of the
fullerenes in such a way that larger the fullerene bind more strongly. Correlation coefficients (R)
between binding affinity and fullerene size are -0.970, -0.999, -0.997 and -0.909 for 5Aβ17-42
(docking), 12Aβ9-40 (docking), 5Aβ17-42 (MM/PBSA), and 12Aβ9-40 (MM/PBSA), respectively.
Our simulations showed that, in quasi-equilibrium, fullerenes prefer interaction with non-polar
amino acids of Aβ fibrils to the polar ones. This observation qualitatively agrees with the
experimental results of Kim et al. [119] who showed that the C60 fullerene prefers to bind to the
K16LVFF20 region.
More details on the structural changes of Aβ fibrils upon binding of fullerenes were obtained by
monitoring the behavior of the D23-K28 (or Asp23-Lys28) intrachain salt-bridge, fibril contacts,
and water permeability of fibrils. The presence of fullerenes was shown to affect the stability of
fibrils by destabilizing the Asp23-Lys28 salt-bridge. A more pronounced effect was observed in
the case of 5Aβ17-42. Only C60 was clearly found to influence the number of fibril contacts of
5Aβ17-42, reducing up to 45% contacts in quasi-equilibrium, while in other systems the effect was
not obvious. Besides, C60 facilitated the penetration of water to the interiors of 5Aβ17-42, while in
the two-layer 12Aβ9-40 case more water molecules are present in the layer bound with C60. The
water penetration to the inter-layer area of 12Aβ9-40 was also found to increase with fullerene size,
implying that the large fullerene has a greater ability to separate the two layers before the
separated layers are destabilized.

FIGURE 4-2: C60 fullerene makes a strong impact on the stability of 5Aβ17−42 after 85 ns of simulation time.

In general, upon binding, fullerenes are able to destabilize the Aβ fibril structure and this effect
is more pronounced for C60 compared to other fullerenes. FIGURE 4-2 shows the destabilization
of 5Aβ17-42 under influence of C60.

4.3 Influence of fullerenol on Aβ aggregation
Because fullerenes can destabilize the 5Aβ17−42 fibril, in the next work [203], the solubility of C60
was improved by adding 16 hydroxyl groups and the influence of improved C60 or fullerenol
(C60(OH)16) on Aβ40 aggregation was studied using both in silico and in vitro experiments. The
latter was performed by our collaborators in Slovakia and Romania.
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The energy of fullerenol is dependent on the distribution of 16 hydroxyl groups on the C60
surface. Seven representative fullerenol isomers, L1, L2, L3, L4, L5, L6, and L7 (see Fig. 1 in
paper 4.4.2), were selected as ligands for this work and the stability is decreasing gradually from
the most stable (L1) to the least stable (L7) ones as predicted by our energy calculations. Five
different models of Aβ40 from our work [204] were used as targets.
As in our previous work on fullerenes [202], we used Autodock Vina to dock the ligands to targets
and used the best docking conformations to start explicit water all-atom molecular dynamics
simulations. Then snapshots collected in quasi-equilibrium were used to calculate the binding free
energy by the MM/PBSA method.
Fig. 5 in paper 4.4.2 shows the positions (best docking modes) of the seven ligands in the five
Aβ40 models. In three of the five models, the ligands bind to different positions. The binding
energy obtained by the docking method (not shown) within the error bar does not clearly show
the difference in the interaction with Aβ40 among the seven ligands. Therefore, only the most (L1)
and least (L7) stable ligands were further investigated by MD simulations. For each ligand and
Aβ40 system, two trajectories were carried out. Based on both root mean square deviation from the
initial configuration and the interaction energy (the sum of van der Waals and electrostatic
interaction), the quasi-equilibrium phase, from which the snapshots were collected for MM/PBSA
calculations, was carefully chosen.
For both ligands, L1 and L7, MM/PBSA results show system-dependent binding free energy;
however, in general, the high and comparable binding strengths were predicted: -18.3 kcal/mol
for L1 and -19.2 kcal/mol for L7. As with docking, MM/PBSA results also suggest that the
distribution of hydroxyl groups has no obvious difference in the binding affinity. Due to the
presence of hydroxyl groups, the binding mechanism in the case of fullerenol differs from that of
fullerene. While the electrostatic interaction in the case of fullerene is almost negligible, it
contributes the most to the binding of fullerenol. However, the largest contribution to the
electrostatic interaction with Aβ42 is made not by OH groups, but by the carbon atoms of the
fullerene core.
To get more insight into the binding mechanism, the population of contacts between fullerenol
and Aβ40 amino acids and the residual contribution of electrostatic and van der Waals interactions
to the binding were analyzed in detail. In all systems, the tendency of fullerenol to bind to
negatively charged amino acids was observed.
In the case of L1 (see Fig. 7 in paper 4.4.2), in three of five models including models 2, 4, and 5,
the ligand tends to bind the C-terminus, especially, in model 4, L1 was stick to the residues Val36,
Gly37, Gly38, and Val40, yielding the strongest binding affinity of -27.0 kcal/mol. In the
remaining models 1 and 3, the ligand is inclined to bind the middle region of Aβ40 which contains
the Asp23-Lys28 salt-bridge. More than fifty percent of the time in equilibrium, L1 formed
contacts with both Asp23 and Lys28 in model 3 while it made stable (100%) contacts with both
residues of the salt-bridge in model 1. The propensity to interact with Asp23-Lys28 salt-bridge
and the C-terminus of Aβ40 can also be seen in the L1 contact map (bottom right panel of Fig. 7
in paper 4.4.2); Asp23 has the highest probability to stay in contact with L1 and four of the last
five residues of Aβ40 have more than fifty percent of the time in equilibrium phase remaining in
contacts with the ligand. The distance between the centers of mass of Asp23s and Lys28s sidechains was found to increase from 0.83 nm (the average value of the five original models) to 1.02
nm under the influence of L1.
While in models 4 and 5, L1 showed weak interaction with the central hydrophobic region
(L17VFFA21), in the remaining three models it very often interacted with residues of this region,
suggesting the ability to slow down the Aβ40 aggregation, given the importance of this region for
the onset of peptide fibrillization.
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For the case of L7, it was observed that in the last three models (3, 4, and 5) the ligand preferred
to interact with the C-terminus (see Fig. S8 in Electronic Supplementary Information (ESI) which
is available at http://www.rsc.org/suppdata/c6/cp/c6cp00901h/c6cp00901h1.pdf), leading to
more than 50% of the time being in contact with residues Gly37, Gly38, and Val39, and that in
the first three models 1, 2, and 3 it interacted very often with the Asp23-Lys28 salt-bridge. L7
behaved similarly toward the salt-bridge, spending 100% of time in equilibrium in contact with
Asp23 and 50% with Lys28 in models 1 and 3. In models 4 and 5, L7 was stick to the C-terminus
of Aβ40 while it did not prefer interacting with the salt-bridge; no contact was recorded for model
5 and a low population for model 4. This observation together with the finding that L7 weakly
bound these two models, while it bound much more strongly the first three models which favor
contact with the Asp23-Lys28 salt-bridge, implied the importance of the salt-bridge for binding
between L7 and Aβ40. It is worth mentioning that upon binding, L7 increased the length of the
salt-bridge Asp23-Lys28 from 0.83 nm to 0.97 nm, and that in model 3, where L7 bound both the
C-terminus and the salt-bridge, the affinity is strongest.
As shown in the contact map plot in the bottom right panel of Fig. S8 in ESI, L7 did not tend to
bind the central hydrophobic region; only in model 5, does it bind tightly Phe19 and Phe20
residues.
Given the importance of the Asp23-Lys28 salt-bridge, the C-terminus, and the central
hydrophobic region of Aβ40 for its aggregation, our simulations predicted the ability of fullerenol
to interfere with the Aβ40 aggregation through strong binding to the peptide, interacting with those
important parts.
Our finding is consistent with the in vitro experimental results of our collaborators, which showed
that fullerenol effectively reduced/inhibited the formation of Aβ40 aggregate, and the inhibitory
effect is increased with increasing fullerenol concentration and the IC50 value is 31.9 µg ml-1.
Based on our in vitro and in silico results on the effect of fullerenol on the Aβ40 fibrillization, and
confirmation of its non-toxic properties up to the half-maximal inhibitory concentration (by our
collaborator from Romania), Fullerenol C60(OH)16 has been proposed as a good candidate for AD
treatment.

4.4 Related papers for chapter 4
•

Binding of fullerenes to amyloid beta fibrils: size matters
Pham Dinh Quoc Huy and Mai Suan Li
Physical Chemistry Chemical Physics 16, 20030–20040 (2014).

•

Fullerenol C60(OH)16 prevents amyloid fibrillization of Aβ40 – in vitro and in silico
approach
Zuzana Bednarikova, Pham Dinh Quoc Huy, Maria-Magdalena Mocanu, Diana
Fedunova, Mai Suan Li and Zuzana Gazova
Physical Chemistry Chemical Physics 18, 18855–1886 (2016).
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4.4.1

Publication I: Binding of fullerenes to amyloid beta fibrils: size matters

Pham Dinh Quoc Huy and Mai Suan Li
Physical Chemistry Chemical Physics 16, 20030–20040 (2014).

Abstract
Binding affinity of fullerenes C20, C36, C60, C70 and C84 for amyloid beta fibrils is studied by
docking and all-atom molecular dynamics simulations with the Amber 99SB force field and water
model TIP3P. Using the molecular mechanic-Poisson Boltzmann surface area method one can
demonstrate that the binding free energy linearly decreases with the number of carbon atoms of
fullerene, i.e., the larger is the fullerene size, the higher is the binding affinity. Overall, fullerenes
bind to Aβ9−40 fibrils stronger than to Aβ17−42. The number of water molecules trapped in the
interior of 12Aβ9−40 fibrils was found to be lower than inside pentamer 5Aβ17−42. C60 destroys
Aβ17−42 fibril structure to a greater extent compared to other fullerenes. Our study revealed that
the van der Waals interaction dominates over the electrostatic interaction and non-polar residues
of amyloid beta peptides play the significant role in interaction with fullerenes providing novel
insight into the development of drug candidates against Alzheimer’s disease.
DOI:10.1039/C4CP02348J
The original publication is available at
https://pubs.rsc.org/en/content/articlelanding/2014/CP/C4CP02348J#!divAbstract
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4.4.2

Publication II: Fullerenol C60(OH)16 prevents amyloid fibrillization of Aβ40 – in
vitro and in silico approach

Zuzana Bednarikova*, Pham Dinh Quoc Huy*, Maria-Magdalena Mocanu, Diana Fedunova,
Mai Suan Li and Zuzana Gazova
Physical Chemistry Chemical Physics 18, 18855–1886 (2016).

Abstract
The generation of Aβ amyloid aggregates in the form of senile plaques in the brain is one of the
pathological hallmarks of Alzheimer’s disease (AD). There is no cure for AD and one of the
recent treatment strategies is focused on the inhibition of amyloid fibrillization of Aβ peptide.
Fullerene C60 has been proposed as a candidate for destroying Aβ aggregates but it is not soluble
in water and its toxicity to cells remains largely ambiguous. To overcome these drawbacks, we
synthesized and studied the effect of water-soluble Fullerenol C60(OH)16 (fullerene C60 carrying
16 hydroxyl groups) on the amyloid fibrillization of Aβ40 peptide in vitro. Using a Thioflavin T
fluorescent assay and atomic force microscopy it was found that C60(OH)16 effectively reduces
the formation of amyloid fibrils. The IC50 value is in the low range (µg ml−1) suggesting that
fullerenol interferes with Aβ40 aggregation at stoichiometric concentrations. The in silico
calculations supported the experimental data. It was revealed that fullerenol tightly binds to
monomer Aβ40 and polar, negatively charged amino acids play a key role. Electrostatic
interactions dominantly contribute to the binding propensity via interaction of the oxygen atoms
from the COO− groups of side chains of polar, negatively charged amino acids with the OH groups
of fullerenol. This stabilizes contact with either the D23 or K28 of the salt bridge. Due to the lack
of a well-defined binding pocket fullerenol is also inclined to locate near the central hydrophobic
region of Aβ40 and can bind to the hydrophobic C-terminal of the peptide. Upon fullerenol binding
the salt bridge becomes flexible, inhibiting Aβ aggregation. In order to assess the toxicity of
fullerenol, we found that exposure of neuroblastoma SH-SY5Y cells to fullerenol caused no
significant changes in viability after 24 h of treatment. These results suggest that Fullerenol
C60(OH)16 represents a promising candidate as a therapeutic for Alzheimer’s disease.

* These authors contributed equally.

DOI: 10.1039/C6CP00901H
The original publication is available at:
https://pubs.rsc.org/en/content/articlelanding/2016/CP/C6CP00901H#!divAbstract
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5 Effect of copper ions on Aβ monomers and
dimerization
5.1 Introduction
It has been observed that fibrils and plaques extracted from the brain of an AD patient contain a
high concentration of transition metal ions, such as zinc, copper, and iron, due to neuronal
excitation [132, 133, 156, 205-207]. In vitro experiments have highlighted the important role of
copper (Cu) in Aβ aggregation, in particular, at the early stages of this process. It was found that
the coordination of Cu2+ with Aβ occurs at amino acids 1–16, which are known as the N-terminus.
Although the Cu-binding is dynamic, as Cu2+ can jump from one local minimum to another at a
time scale of ms, the major ligand atoms are N and O of Asp1 and Nδ or Nϵ belonging to two
histidine side chains, namely, one from His6 and one from either His13 or His14 [139, 140]. This
coordination mode is predominant at neutral pH and relevant for aggregation of Aβ peptides and
AD. The addition of Cu to Aβ at a ratio of 1:1 delays the decrease of monomer concentration in
the sample as compared to pure Aβ [155]. Cu binding to Aβ enhances the formation of amorphous
aggregates regardless of the Cu:Aβ ratio, while Aβ42 rapidly forms stable fibrils without Cu [150,
155]. Therefore, understanding the role of metal ions, especially Cu in Aβ aggregation is crucial
in developing AD therapy.
Quantum mechanical methods, which are accurately described bond formation and breaking, are
not suitable for studying the aggregation of Aβ peptides in the presence of metal ions, because
they require excessive computational resources. Hence, classical MD simulations based on
reasonable empirical force-fields seem to be a legitimate choice for capturing metal–protein
interactions. While previous studies with MD simulation have considered the Aβ self-assembly
without metal ions [208], recent studies have investigated the impact of Zn2+ on Aβ monomers
[209], oligomers [210], and fibrils [211]. In particular, Miller et al. have shown that Zn ions
promote the Aβ aggregation via a population shift of polymorphic states.
The polymorphic states of the Cu2+–Aβ1−16 complexes were characterized by computer simulation
[212]. In the case of the full-length Aβ42 monomer bound to Cu2+, the associated conformational
changes of the peptide were also investigated in detail [213, 214]. However, in the latter case,
Kozmon and Tvaroska [214] adopted the nonbonded model that does not enable the description
of the high-binding affinity of Cu2+, which were observed for the most abundant species at neutral
pH [139, 140]. Three different coordinations of Aβ42–Cu2+ complexes used in the simulations
were obtained based on the harmonic approximation [213]. These coordinations [215] were not
supported by recent experimental [38, 139, 140] and theoretical [216, 217] studies. Furthermore,
a recent study based on classical MD simulations and solid-state NMR has shown that Cu2+ does
not significantly distort the structure of Aβ40 fibrils when the binding takes place at sites other
than those known for the monomer [143].
Previously, Xu et al. [212] developed a set of force field (FF) parameters, but they are only
suitable for the conformer [His6, His13, His14]. Besides, a tetrahedral geometry has been
considered in this case instead of a distorted planar geometry, which is more relevant. Meanwhile,
A number of different FFs have been obtained by Parthasarathy et al. [143]. However, the
parameters of these FFs are not suitable in our case, since they are based on the dummy atom
model, which allows ions to escape from the binding site at relatively short time scales.
To model the Cu2+–Aβ interaction we assumed [161] that Cu2+ binds to the most favorable
coordination at neutral pH [139, 140]. Hence, our studies focus on the copper coordination, which
involves Asp1, His6, and either His13 or His14, while other coordinations had a negligible
population at neutral pH. The determination of the FF parameters for the Cu2+–Aβ complex in the
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bonded model was performed by using the modified Seminario method [218] and the comparison
with the well-known Amber FF [219, 220] was also taken into consideration.
Our FF, developed for the Cu2+–Aβ interactions was implemented in the Amber MD package and
was employed to study Aβ42–Cu2+ monomers and dimers with Cu2+:Aβ stoichiometric ratios of
1:1 and 1:2 [161] as well as Aβ40–Cu2+ monomers [221]. This step is important before proceeding
to investigate oligomers since the description of structural changes at the monomer level with and
without Cu ions allows one to access changes in the configurational landscape induced by the
dominant binding mode of the metal ion. Indeed, the observed changes for the monomer enable
us [221] to study such phenomena as peptide polymorphism [211, 212, 222].
In more detail, we have shown that the β-content of the monomer is substantially reduced by Cu2+.
Given that β-rich monomers can potentially act as precursors for fibril formation [9], this result
is consistent with the experimental predictions [150, 155], which suggest that ions favor the
formation of amorphous aggregates instead of amyloid fibril structures. Another mechanism
unveiled by MD simulation in the case of amorphous assembly involves the Asp23– Lys28 saltbridge, which plays a crucial role in stabilizing the β-sheet formation. In this case, it was found
that Cu2+–binding introduces higher flexibility in the structure of the fibrils. This evidence from
MD simulation further indicates that Cu2+ modulates the dimerization process of Aβ42 peptides
and promotes amorphous aggregates in agreement with experiments. The mechanism for the
interactions between monomers in the case of dimers depends on the extent of Cu-loading.
Moreover, the aggregation process becomes slower due to the presence of Cu ions in the case of
Cu2+/Aβ with ratio of 1:1. This result agrees with the fact that the Cu binding reduces the
hydrophobicity of Aβ42 by increasing SASA (solvent accessible surface area) [161].
We have conducted studies on Aβ40 with and without a single copper ion in the 2+ oxidation state
(Cu2+) bound to Aβ [221] by using the replica-exchange MD (REMD) simulation method [191].
A detailed analysis showed that copper ions reduce the probability of the formation of ordered
fibrillar structures. In other words, this effect promotes the existence of potentially toxic soluble
oligomers suggesting that divalent ions cause toxic effects. However, recently we have shown
[223] that divalent ions can also play a protective role by binding to Aβ by reducing the membrane
damage. Namely, Cu2+ bound to Aβ42 disturbs a membrane to a much less extent than free Cu2+.
In addition, we showed that Zn2+ can promote Aβ aggregation more strongly compared to Cu2+
[224]. More detailed information on the effect of metal ions on the behavior of Aβ systems is
available in the recent review [39].

5.2

Models with and without copper ions
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The influence of copper ion, Cu2+, on Aβ42 monomer (FIGURE 5-1A) and dimer (FIGURE 5-1E)
was studied by mean of molecular dynamic simulations. In our work, as mentioned above, copper
ion binds to the three residues of the N-terminus of Aβ peptide Asp1, His6, and either His13 or
His14 (our choice was His13). As shown in FIGURE 5-1C, Cu2+ interacts with atoms O and N of
Asp1, Nδ of His6, and Nϵ of His13 keeping them in close contacts of around 2 Å. Copper ion and
these four atoms approximately lie on one plane. These contacts were treated as bonds.

FIGURE 5-1: Amyloid beta monomer and dimer with and without copper ion Cu2+. (A) Full primary structure of Aβ42.
Non-polar residues are in gray. Green, blue, and red are basic polar, polar, and acidic polar residues, respectively.
The dashed line depicts the Asp23-Lys28 salt-bridge. (B) Aβ42 monomer with single Cu2+ binding to Asp1, His6, and
His13 of its N-terminus. (C) Copper binds to O and N atoms of Asp1, Nδ of His6, and Nϵ of His13. (D) Dimer with
Aβ:Cu2+ ratio 2:1 in which copper ion binds one peptide and the other is copper-free. This configuration is denoted as
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Aβ42– Cu2++Aβ42. (E) Copper-free dimer of Aβ. This structure together with the copper-free monomer (A) were
simulated for comparison with the copper-bound cases. (F) Dimer with Aβ:Cu2+ ratio 2:1, where the two peptides are
joined by a single copper ion (II) in such a way that copper coordinates to Aps1 and His6 of one peptide and to His13
of the other peptide. This configuration is denoted as Aβ42– Cu2+–Aβ42 (G) Dimer with Aβ:Cu2+ ratio 1:1 which consists
of two copper-bound peptides. This conformation is referred to as 2 Aβ42– Cu2+. For the Aβ40 monomers, the
coordinates of the copper ion are the same, but the last two residues are dismissed.

For monomers, we studied two systems, copper-bound and copper-free Aβ42 (FIGURE 5-1 B and
A, respectively. For dimers four systems were considered: copper-free dimer ((Aβ42)2) (FIGURE
5-1E), one copper ion binds to one peptide (Aβ42–Cu2+ + Aβ42) (FIGURE 5-1D), each of the two
copper ions binds each peptide separately ((Aβ42–Cu2+)2) (FIGURE 5-1G), and two peptides are
linked by copper ion (II) as shown in FIGURE 5-1F (Aβ42–Cu2+–Aβ42).

5.3 Molecular dynamics simulations
For each of the monomeric systems Aβ42–Cu2+ and Aβ42, one trajectory of 1 μs of conventional
MD simulations was run. For the dimer Aβ42–Cu2+–Aβ42, 6 trajectories of 1 μs each were
performed, five of which were started from the same configuration which was partly folded but
with different seed numbers, and one trajectory was started with a completely unfolded
configuration. In addition to the 6 trajectories which were started as in the case of Aβ42–Cu2+–
Aβ42, another trajectory was launched for each of the remaining dimers, starting with a fibril-like
configuration.

FIGURE 5-2: Free-energy for Aβ42 (left) and Aβ42–Cu2+ (right) at temperature 310 K as a function of distance end to
end of peptide (dee) and root mean square deviation from chain A of the fibril structure of which PDB code is 5OQV
[65]. Snapshots used for the plots are taken from quasi-equilibrium (after 490ns for both cases). The presence of copper
makes the peptide more disordered.

For the data analysis, we used snapshots collected after the quasi-equilibrium time (defined as the
time after which the root mean square deviation does not deviate much from its average value).
The final analyzed values for each system was weighted by
V=

∑𝑖〈𝑉𝑖 〉𝑛𝑖
∑𝑖 𝑛𝑖

5-1

where i stands for the MD trajectory, Vi is the average analyzed value for trajectory i, and ni is the
number of snapshots in quasi-equilibrium of trajectory i.
5.3.1 Results for Aβ42 Monomers [161]
The presence of a copper ion makes Aβ42 more disordered. As can be seen in FIGURE 5-2, with
copper ion, the free energy landscape is more extended and has more local minima than in the
case of Aβ42 without Cu2+. As a consequence, Aβ42–Cu2+ has a slightly larger gyration radius (Rg)
(1.08 Å compared to 1.02 Å of Aβ42) and a larger solvent accessible surface area (36.0 compared
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to 31.6 nm2). The latter suggests that the hydrophobicity might be changed. Indeed, our
calculation of the solvation energy showed that the hydrophobicity is reduced upon copper
binding. Moreover, the number of intra-chains salt-bridges increased, hindering the formation of
inter-chain contacts. With these findings, we anticipated that copper delays the Aβ aggregation
due to reduced hydrophobicity. This theoretical finding is consistent with the experiment of Jeppe
T. Pedersen et al. [155] who observed a clear delay of aggregation when the ratio of Aβ to Cu2+
is 1:1.
We also observed that copper significantly reduces the secondary structure, especially the β–
content from 10.0% to 0.6%. Besides, in the presence of copper, the salt-bridge Asp23–Lys28
was less probable and more flexible. The observations led us to the suggestion that copper
promotes Aβ amorphous aggregation.
1.1.1 Results for Aβ42 dimers [161]
The gyration radius of Aβ42 dimer does not change much due to the interaction with copper (see
Appendix Table 1 in the Appendix). During dimerization, the β–content slightly increased and
the copper binding decreases both the β–content and helix. The former is observed clearly in the
copper-bridged dimer, while the latter in the dimer with the ratio Aβ:Cu2+ of 1:1. In addition, the
coil content increased significantly. These findings for dimers are in line with data for monomers,
which implies that copper supports amorphous aggregation of Aβ.
Copper binding to Aβ42 dimer was also found to slow down the Aβ aggregation. This is supported
by our data on salt-bridge contact maps which showed the reduction of the total, inter-chain, and
frequent salt-bridges (Appendix Figure 1 in Appendix). This reduction is most profound in the
case of (Aβ42)2, where copper ions reduce the total number of salt-bridges from 36 to 28, interchain salt-bridges from 17 to 10 and highly populated from 13 to 6.

5.4 Interaction of Aβ40 with copper ions: replica exchange MD
simulation results [221]
For a more comprehensive understanding of the impact of Cu2+ on Aβ dynamics and structure,
we simulated the copper-bound and copper-free Aβ40 monomers by mean of replica-exchange
MD simulations which is computationally much more expensive but provides much better
sampling than the conventional one.
In this work, the similar models for monomers with and without copper ion as in the case of Aβ42
(see FIGURE 5-1) with the last two residues stripped were used to perform the simulations.
The results obtained for Aβ40 confirmed the results of our previous work on Aβ42 [161], showing
that the copper binding to the prevailing location in the N-terminus of Aβ (FIGURE 5-1C) (1)
makes the peptide more structurally diverse and increases the probability to form highly hydrated
structures or increases the reactivity of the peptide and (2) slows down the self-aggregation. The
latter effect was found due to the increase of the number of intramolecular hydrogen bonds
associated with N–H donors of the back-bone.
Recently the concept of the fibril-prone structure N* has been introduced [225]. N* is a monomer
in the fibrillar state. Using the lattice models [226] it was shown that the higher population of N*
in the monomeric state, the faster the fibril formation [225]. This observation was also confirmed
by subsequent off-lattice coarse-grained [227] and all-atom simulations [228]. In this thesis [221],
we studied the effect of Cu2+ on the population of N*, which was extracted from various fibril
structures deposited in the PDB for both Aβ40 and Aβ42. We showed that in the presence of copper
the population of N* decreases, which indicates that Cu2+ either promotes amorphous aggregation
at its high concentrations or slows down the fibril formation at low concentrations. Overall, our
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results are in agreement with experiments and the final conclusion from our finding is that copper
binding increases the toxicity of Aβ.

5.5 Related papers for Chapter 5
•

•

Impact of Cu2+ Binding on Structures and Dynamics of Aβ42 Monomer and Dimer:
Molecular Dynamics Study
Pham Dinh Quoc Huy, Quan Van Vuong, Giovanni La Penna, Peter Faller, and Mai
Suan Li
ACS chemical neuroscience, 7, 1348–1363, (2016).
Copper Binding Induces Polymorphism in Amyloid–β Peptide: Results of
Computational Models
Dinh Quoc Huy Pham, Mai Suan Li, and Giovanni La Penna
The Journal of Physical Chemistry B, 122, 7243–7252, (2018)
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5.5.1

Publication III: Impact of Cu2+ Binding on Structures and Dynamics of Aβ42
Monomer and Dimer: Molecular Dynamics Study

Pham Dinh Quoc Huy, Quan Van Vuong, Giovanni La Penna, Peter Faller, and Mai Suan Li
ACS chemical neuroscience, 7, 1348–1363, (2016).
Abstract
The classical force field, which is compatible with the Amber force field 99SB, has been obtained
for the interaction of Cu2+ with monomer and dimers of amyloidβ peptides using the coordination
where Cu2+ is bound to His6, His13 (or His14), and Asp1 with distorted planar geometry. The
newly developed force field and molecular dynamics simulation were employed to study the
impact of Cu2+ binding on structures and dynamics of Aβ42 monomer and dimers. It was shown
that in the presence of Cu2+ the β content of monomer is reduced substantially compared with the
wild-type Aβ42 suggesting that, in accord with experiments, metal ions facilitate formation of
amorphous aggregates rather than amyloid fibrils with cross–β structures. In addition, one
possible mechanism for amorphous assembly is that the Asp23–Lys28 salt bridge, which plays a
crucial role in β sheet formation, becomes more flexible upon copper ion binding to the Aβ Nterminus. The simulation of dimers was conducted with the Cu2+/Aβ stoichiometric ratios of 1:1
and 1:2. For the 1:1 ratio Cu2+ delays the Aβ dimerization process as observed in a number of
experiments. The mechanism underlying this phenomenon is associated with slow formation of
interchain salt bridges in dimer as well as with decreased hydrophobicity of monomer upon Cubinding.

DOI: 10.1021/acschemneuro.6b00109
The original publication is available at:
https://pubs.acs.org/doi/10.1021/acschemneuro.6b00109

Note: this paper has some printing errors and the corrections are in Appendix in page 99.
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5.5.2

Publication IV: Copper Binding Induces Polymorphism in Amyloid–β Peptide:
Results of Computational Models

Dinh Quoc Huy Pham, Mai Suan Li, and Giovanni La Penna
The Journal of Physical Chemistry B, 122, 7243–7252, (2018)

Abstract
Amyloid–β (Aβ) peptides are intrinsically disordered peptides, and their aggregation is the
hallmark of Alzheimer’s disease development. The propensity of the Aβ peptide to intermolecular
interactions, the latter favoring different types of oligomers and aggregated forms, has been the
object of a huge number of studies. Several facts are now established: the presence of large
amount of d-block (M) ions (Zn, Cu, and Fe) in the aggregated forms; the 1:1 M/Aβ ratio favors
the formation of amorphous aggregates, with an aggregation rate lower than that in the absence
of such ions. In particular, statistical models describing the interactions between copper and
amyloid peptides are mandatory to explain the relationship between neurodegeneration, copper
dyshomeostasis, and overproduction of reactive oxygen species, the latter event occurring with
aging. In this work, we show, by replica exchange molecular dynamics simulations, that a copper
ion (Cu2+) bound as in the experimentally observed prevailing coordination enhances the
probability of closed structures that hinder the formation of extended intermolecular hydrogen
bonds that stabilize fibrillar ordered aggregated forms. On the other hand, this effect enhances the
catalytic role of the complex during the lifetime of soluble forms.

DOI: 10.1021/acs.jpcb.8b03983
Original publication is available at:
https://pubs.acs.org/doi/abs/10.1021/acs.jpcb.8b03983
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6

Conclusions and future work

6.1 Main conclusions
The work done in this thesis was based on the amyloid cascade hypothesis of Alzheimer’s disease,
which posits that AD is caused by the self-assembly of Aβ peptides. Combining various
computational methods, we have studied the interaction of fullerenes, fullerenols, and Cu2+ ions
with Aβ monomers, oligomers as well as fibrils. Many of our results were complemented by in
vitro experiments performed by our collaborators from the Department of Biophysics, Institute of
Experimental Physics, Slovak Academy of Sciences. Our main results are as follows:
1. The binding affinity of fullerenes to Aβ fibrils, obtained by the MM-PBSA method,
increases linearly with the number of fullerene’s carbon atoms.
2. Fullerene C60 destroys Aβ17-42 fibrillar structure to a greater extent compared to other
fullerenes including C70 and C84 due to its ability to penetrate fibrils deeply.
3. Both simulation and experiment showed that soluble Fullerenol C60(OH)16 is a good drug
candidate for the treatment of AD, as it can block Aβ aggregation with the inhibition
constant in the µM range.
4. Aβ peptides belong to the class of IDPs with a relatively flat free energy landscape, and,
therefore, metal ions cannot covalently bind to shallow minima, which makes the problem
of constructing FF for Cu–Aβ interaction very challenging. However, because Cu2+, for
example, can travel from one basin to another at a time scale of millisecond, which is
longer than the simulation time, we assumed that in the best experimental coordination
Cu2+ is covalently linked to Asp1, His6, and His13/14 at the N-terminus. Then we were
able to obtain the classical FF, which includes parameters for Aβ–Cu2+ bonded
interactions including bond-stretching and bending terms, while torsional terms were
neglected. These parameters were incorporated in AMBER for all-atom MD simulation.
5. Since the propensity to the aggregation of proteins is encoded in the conformations
accessed by the monomers at equilibrium, it is important to study the effect of copper
ions on the monomeric state. Using homemade FF, we studied Aβ40 monomers with and
without Cu2+ in detail. We demonstrated that copper binding limits the access to the socalled fibril-prone conformation promoting the formation of an amorphous aggregate, as
was observed in the experiment. In addition, copper-induced polymorphism of soluble
forms is thought to be associated with toxic effects caused by divalent metal ions.
6. In the presence of Cu2+, the beta structure of the Aβ42 monomer sharply decreases, which
provides evidence of the formation of disordered aggregates. This conclusion is also
supported by the fact that the Asp23–Lys28 salt bridge, which plays a crucial role in sheet
formation, becomes more flexible upon copper ion binding to the Aβ N-terminus.
7. We showed that upon binding of Cu2+ the hydrophobicity of the Aβ42 monomer decreases
as SASA increases, and this is consistent with an experiment reporting that in the presence
of copper ions the aggregation of the rate is reduced.
8. We studied Aβ42 dimers with and without Cu2+ at Aβ:Cu concentrations of 1:1 and 2:1.
At the high 1:1 concentration, the dimerization slows down in comparison with the Cufree case, since the number of salt bridges formed at the same time scale becomes smaller.
9. Representative structures of Aβ42–Cu2+ dimers on the free energy surface are more
compact than that of 2Aβ42, which suggests that copper ions disfavor the formation of
extended cross–β structures observed in the conventional fibrillary state.

6.2 Future work
•

Since no effective drug has been found for the treatment of AD, work in this direction
deserves to be continued. Targeting the self-assembly and oligomerization of Aβ has been
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•

•

an important strategy for designing AD therapeutics. Recently, research into the
metallobiology of AD has revealed that Zn2+ and Cu2+ can greatly promote as well as
inhibit the neurotoxicity of Aβ, depending on the experimental conditions. Thus, our drug
design strategy will be based on the search for successful candidates that can inhibit the
activity not only of Aβ oligomers themselves but also of Aβ–Zn2+ and Aβ–Cu2+
complexes.
A recent experiment has indicated that the minimal size of Aβ42 oligomer is presumably
5 or 6, motivating us to provide a theoretical understanding of this interesting issue. By
studying oligomers of various sizes (from dimer to 12-mer) we will examine if there
exists a sharp increase in ordering or β–structure at 5-6 chains.
Recently we have shown that free copper ions disturb the lipid bilayer membrane more
strongly than when they are bound to the Aβ monomer, which implies that together with
Aβ metal ions can play a protective role. One of the interesting questions is how highorder oligomers with and without Cu affect the membrane and whether they can form
an ion channel, which is related to cell toxicity. We will investigate this problem in the
near future.
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Appendix: Corrections to our paper “Impact of
Cu2+ Binding on Structures and Dynamics of Aβ42
Monomer and Dimer: Molecular Dynamics Study”
[161]
1.
2.

3.

4.
5.

On page 1350 and in the first paragraph of the section "Impact of Cu2+ on Monomer
Aβ42", 1.01 ± 0.06 should be replaced by 1.02 ± 0.06.
On page 1353 and in the sub-section "Salt-bridge Networks. Dimer without Cu:
(Aβ42)2", "... appear during MD simulation (Figure 3) ..." should be replaced by "...
appear during MD simulation (Figure 1) ..."
On page 1355 and in the sub-section "Dimers with Cu/Aβ42 Ratio 1:2 ((Aβ42–Cu(II))
+ Aβ42 and Aβ42–Cu(II)–Aβ42)", "... numbers reduced to 8 and 10 ..." should be
replaced by "... numbers reduced to 9 and 10 ..."
Figure 8 in the paper (5.5.1) [161] should be replaced by Appendix Figure 1 in this
Appendix.
Table 2 in the paper (5.5.1) [161] should be replaced by Appendix Table 1 in this
Appendix.

System

Rg

SASA

βcontent

Helix

Turn

Coil

(Aβ42)2
(Aβ42–Cu2+)2
(Aβ42–Cu2+) +
Aβ42
Aβ42–Cu2+–Aβ42

14.7
14.0
14.5

59.3
60.1
59.4

12.9
11.2
13.7

6.5
1.5
5.0

21.0
15.2
16.2

59.1
72.1
65.1

13.2

57.7

7.3

3.0

17.2

72.5

P(CN3>2)
Mono Mono
A
B
8.6
0
97.5
98.8
98.8
0.2
0

99.1

Appendix Table 1:Average structural parameters for dimers. Rg (nm), SASA (nm2), secondary structure and
P(CN3>2) are in %.
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Appendix Figure 1: Salt-bridge contact maps for four dimer systems. Black-filled circles represent salt-bridges with
population higher than 10%.
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